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The concept of Virtual Power Plants (VPP) is introduced to facilitate the participation of small 
generation resources into electricity markets. More importantly, VPP will facilitate active load 
participation in both the energy market as well as the ancillary services market. All the 
elements within VPP are usually linked through a distribution network (DN), as a result, the 
limitation imposed by this network will eventually affect the operation of the VPP. Hence, 
modeling DN with high accuracy and yet with fast models is required.  
This thesis is assuming a market environment where the energy, as well as the ancillary 
services, are traded. Within this market, there is a group of loads, renewable resources, and 
conventional resources that are connected via a distribution network. A VPP operator is 
responsible for controlling those resources and represent them in the electricity market to 
achieve optimal operation schedule. This thesis is proposing frameworks to achieve this in both 









One clear example of large and interconnected systems is the Electrical Power Systems 
(EPS), which span normally over enormous geographical areas with a vast number of 
elements. The dependency on these systems is becoming a vital issue in today  world, and 
those systems are required to be reliable and secure. One of the main components of EPS 
is Distribution Network (DN), and this part was classically overdesigned due to the less 
maturity in analysis and modeling compared to transmission systems (TS) for example [1]. 
However, things are changing with the fast-emerging concept of Electricity Market (EM). 
This concept shifts the utilities aim from minimizing the cost to maximizing the profits in 
the open markets. With this new status, utilities, that own DN, need to incorporate new 
tools and techniques to analyze and model those systems in order to minimize the 
operational losses and ultimately maximize their profit. 
Moreover, the end users are incentivized to install renewable resources which are 
integrated as distributed generators dispersed throughout the distribution network. 
Controlling these resources will place another obstacle in addition to the DN modeling.  A 
proposed solution to those issues is to adopt the concept of the virtual power plant (VPP) 
to facilitate the integration of renewables into the distribution system, among other 
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benefits. VPP, in a nutshell, is a collection of different loads, energy resources, and storage 
systems that are controlled collaboratively to maximize group profit. 
This thesis is assuming a market environment where the energy, as well as the ancillary 
services, are traded. Within this market, there is a group of loads, renewable resources, and 
conventional resources that are connected via a distribution network. A VPP operator is 
responsible for controlling those resources and represent them in the electricity market to 
achieve optimal operation schedule. This thesis is proposing frameworks to achieve this in 
both the energy market and the ancillary services market separately. To visualize this, 
Figure 1.1 is presented. 
 




In the following sections, a brief definition of the economical terminologies used in this 
Thesis is presented. Then, a description of EM is introduced. After that, the VPP concept 
is introduced in more details. Then, the motivations and objectives of this research work 
are listed.  
1.1 Basic Terminologies in Economics 
In this subsection a brief introduction for some terminologies used in this thesis which are 
derived from Economics and directly related to the Electricity market. 
 Commodity: it is the traded goods, for example, fruits, oil, and, in EM, kWh. 
 Bilateral contracts: it is an agreement between a buyer and a seller, where all the 
conditions, including prices, are decided between them via negotiation.  
 Bids and offers: Bids are the amount of commodities with a certain price that a 
producer is willing to sell by. Offers are the amount of commodities with a certain 
price that a consumer is willing to buy.  
 Clearing price: It is the highest price after matching the bids and offers by the 
market operator. 
 Day-ahead Bid: In ideal EM, generation and demand submit bids and offers a 
day or more before the real time of operation to the market operator. Then, the 
operator decides which are going to be accepted after clearing the market price.    
 Spot market: The, or very close to, real-time market, where the prices are 
determined instantaneously based on demand and supply.   
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 Market power: An entity is said to have market power if it can individually 
affect the market prices.  
 Perfect competition: is assumed when all the participants in the market do not 
possess market power.   
 Vertical monopoly: When an entity is owning the whole market share, without a 
competition. For example, Saudi Electricity Company is considered as a vertical 
monopoly (there are ongoing plans of deregulation of the company).      
1.2 Electricity Market 
The Electricity System throughout history was characterized as a vertically integrated 
system, that is only one company oversees generating, transmitting, and then distributing 
the Electrical Power [2]. This vertical integration (or Vertical Monopoly) has many 
advantages, such as easier coordination between the various elements in the system because 
all the elements are under control of one entity, easier planning of system expansion 
because there will be one vision that guides the expansion, and easier cost calculation and 
pricing scheme. However, this model is getting criticized in one main point, i.e. the 
efficiency of the overall system. The vertical monopoly eliminates the competition 
principle leaving the utilities without any real incentive to maximize their efficiency as 
long as costs are covered by consumers or governmental subsidies [2]. However, with the 
concept of the electricity market, this is not the case anymore. 
In the 1980s a number of economists raised this issue and proposed that the electricity 
should be traded like any other commodity [2], which effectively will eliminate any 
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unnecessary investment and increase the overall efficiency by introducing competition 
among utilities. The main challenge to this proposal is that electricity is not like any other 
commodity. The kilowatt-hours, with nowadays technology, cannot be stored in shops or 
offered in shelves like, say, sugar. Moreover, all generated power must pass through a 
physical system of transmission and distribution networks which places another constraint 
on treating electrical power as other regular commodities. Furthermore, the operation of 
the power system is of high importance and sensitivity that cannot be left to the stochastic 
nature of a market, that means the balance between load and generation must be maintained 
in a second by second basis. Failing to keep this balance can result in hard impacts on the 
system with huge losses to all participating parties [2]. 
Moreover, there are less important reasons than the aforementioned ones that make 
electricity different than other usual commodities. First, the generated electricity from a 
specific generator cannot be directed to a specific load, and conversely, a load cannot 
consume all its power from a specific generator [2] because all the generated electricity is 
pooled in the transmission system, then distributed to the loads based on the physical laws 
of electricity. Second, the load demand is, for most of the time, very predictable and cyclic 
throughout the day. This will result in peak times, where the less efficient units will be 
turned on to meet this peak demand resulting in higher operational cost, and off-peak times 
were turning on the most efficient units will be enough and hence lower operational cost. 
This means the cost of electricity will be changing with the variation of the demand.  
Due to all those reasons, the electricity market needs to take a special form that 
accommodates and takes into account the uniqueness of power systems. This form divides 
the vertical monopoly into three divisions: Generation, Transmission, and distribution [3]. 
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Moreover, the market mechanism should always be kept separated from the system 
operation to assure its stability. Hence, deregulation of the system results in the following 
actors (players) in the electricity market: 
a) Regulator  
This is the entity that decides market policies, writes the rules, solves any disputes, and 
ensures the fairness among all participants. The Regulator, most of the time, is a 
government agency, and will not interfere with the day to day operation of the market.  
b) GENCOs 
Those are the generating companies who are competing against each other to maximize 
their profit. In an ideal market, none of them is capable of changing system prices by acting 
alone, hence none of the GENCOs has market power. Those companies sell their products 
(Megawatt-hours and other services) in bulk quantities, and the buyer is differing based on 
the adopted market scheme. 
c) DISCOs 
Those are the distribution companies, who are acting as a retailer of electrical power, that 
is they buy from the wholesale market and sell this to the consumer connected to the 
company. And again, there is a competition among different DISCOs because the customer 
can be served with usually more than one DISCO. 
d) TRANSCO 
This is the transmission company, and due to the huge investment cost and other difficulties 
that go alongside with building a transmission system, this part of the utilities is usually 
kept as a monopoly in almost all the existed EMs.  
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e) Independent System Operator (ISO) 
ISO is responsible for operating the system in a reliable way. It is called independent 
because ISO must not own part of any GENCO nor DISCO. ISO can be combined with 
TRANSCO as Transmission System Operator (TSO). 
f) The Customer 
This is the end user of the electricity. If the customer is big enough, he can participate in 
the wholesale market, where he can get into contracts with GENCOs directly. Otherwise, 
small customers buy their electricity from a DISCO with many different types of contracts. 
To sum up, in the ideal market environment, GENCOs will compete to produce electricity 
with high reliability and relatively low prices so that they can get a share of the market. 
This will be done through submitting bids to ISO that describes prices and quantity of 
products that they are willing to sell at those prices. ISO also will receive offers from the 
big customers and DISCOs illustrating their forecasted consumption of energy alongside 
with the prices they are willing to pay. In some cases, those offers will be replaced by the 
forecasted load done by ISO directly. Finally, ISO will match between those bids and offers 
in a way that will maintain the stability of the system. This is the overall procedure, 
however, in each step, there are a lot of details and different methods and practices that 
will be dictated by the regulator in the market. 
In general, the electricity market is divided into two main markets: Energy Market, and 
Ancillary Services Market, where each market has its own characteristics and features. 
Following a brief description of both is presented. 
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1.2.1 Energy Market 
This is the Bulk part of the Electricity Market, where the main product is traded, i.e. 
Energy. All players are participating in this market either directly or indirectly. Most of the 
time, small loads do not directly interact with ISO nor GENCOs, but rather they are 
choosing from different DISCOs, if possible, and limit the interaction to that company.  On 
the other hand, GENCOs and DISCOs submit their bids and offers, and ISO determines 
the prices based on this information. Since those bids and offers heavily depend on load 
forecasting, it usually possesses errors and those forecasted values will mismatch the 
realized quantities. To overcome this issue, the market is cleared in different stages or steps 
depending on the adopted system. This will give chance to ISO to update and correct 
accepted bids and offers. For example, MIBEL or the Iberian market that join Spain and 
Portugal is divided into two main parts: a day-ahead market and an intra-day market [4]. 
In the MIBEL day-ahead market, ISO starts receiving bids and offers up to 10:00 am on 
the previous day. Moreover, the bilateral contracts between players are also submitted to 
ISO. After running the settlement process, ISO issue a schedule for generating units and 
market prices for the next day at 4:00 pm, this will be done after verifying that the 
scheduled operation will not jeopardize the stability of the system. 
As mentioned above, those accepted bids and offers are based on load forecasting and need 
to be adjusted. This will be done in the intra-day market, which is divided into six stages 
as shown in Figure 1.2 [4]. In each stage, the market is cleared based on newly received 





Figure 1.2: MIBEL Intra-day market stages during the day. [4] 
 
Although most of the energy is traded in both day-ahead and intra-day markets, unbalance 
between the generation and loads will arise at the time of delivery. This unbalance is caused 
by the uncertain nature of the load as well as the unplanned outages occur in the generation 
side. To resolve this issue, a managed spot market is needed at almost the real-time 
operation to settle this unbalance. In a managed spot market, the ISO is directly responsible 
for maintaining the stability of the system, and it still called a market because the used 
energy by ISO is not free, but rather its prices are determined by the market participants 
who are willing to offer defect energy at real-time.   
1.2.2 Ancillary Services Market 
The stability and reliability of the power system require many conditions to be met such as 
active power balance between generation and demand, specified reserve for emergencies, 
and reactive power and voltage support. To verify those condition in a vertically integrated 
system, the utility is solely responsible for maintaining these conditions. However, in the 
market environment, maintaining those conditions will be either traded between ISO and 
other market participants, or the participants will be obliged to preserve those conditions, 
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or some of the services are assumed to be mandatory while others are determined by a 
market. In the first and the third cases, a secondary market will take place, other than the 
energy market, where the players offer providing those kinds of essential services such as 
power balance, voltage support, etc., and other services such as quick interoperability and 
black start to ISO for prices that are dictated by this secondary market, and those players 
will compete against each other to provide these services. In the MIBEL ancillary services 
market, for example, the services are divided into two categories, mandatory services, and 
additional services [4]. The mandatory services include primary frequency regulations, 
maintaining stability, and voltage regulation. Those services will be provided by the 
generators without compensation from ISO. The additional services include spinning 
reserves, quick interpretability, black start, and remote start and other services. Those 
services are subjected to payment by ISO or by bilateral contracts. 
 
For this system to be fair and efficient as proposed, the market should be run under perfect 







1.3 Microgrids (MGs) and Virtual Power Plants (VPPs) 
Nowadays, many countries and utilities are trying to reduce carbon-based fuel and its 
emission by increasing the renewable resources in their network [5]. Moreover, these 
resources, along with other small-scale resources, can be distributed within DN forming 
what is known as Distributed Generators (DGs). In the UK, for example, the DGs have 
increased by 54% between 2011 and 2014 [6]. Most of those DGs are renewables with 
different capacities and types. This high penetration of renewable resources leads to many 
difficulties in managing and operating these resources [5]. Furthermore, since those DGs 
are usually small compared to other participants in the electricity market, they are not 
allowed to enter the market as a separate entity. To counterbalance these challenges and 
more, the concept of the aggregator or VPP is introduced. To illustrate VPP in more details, 
MG must be explained first. 
1.3.1 Microgrids 
A microgrid (MG) can be defined as a group of different DGs, loads, and energy storage 
systems, that operates at low or medium voltage [7]. Those parts are usually linked via a 
distribution network, which will be covered in more details in the next section. One can 
think of an MG as a unit cell in a power system that can achieve one or more of the 
following [7]: 
 Enable decentralized operation and control for DGs. 
 Enhance power quality and reliability of the system. 
 Enhance the efficiency of DGs. 
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 Provide commercial aggregation of local resources, and more. 
There are two operation modes for MGs, the stand-alone, or islanding mode, and the grid-
connected mode. In stand-alone mode, an MG will try to meet the local demand by using 
local resources, without any interaction with other entities. This mode will require a 
complex control scheme to maintain MG stability [7]. On the other hand, in the grid 
connect mode, MG will transfer excess power to other MGs or to the main grid. And in 
case of deficit power, MG will import the mismatch quantity from the main grid. 
There are two methods used to control and manage MG resources, namely: the centralized 
approach and the decentralized approach [8].  
In the centralized approach, all DGs, controllable loads, and energy storage systems are 
controlled by a single controller. From the forecasted output power of different DGs, and 
forecasted loads, the controller will maintain MG stability. The advantage of this approach 
appears in giving complete observability and controllability to the controller over the MG, 
which facilitate optimizing its operation. However, this will reduce its flexibility and the 
optimization problem complexity will increase with the increase in the number of DGs [8]. 
Conversely, the decentralized approach enables a market environment within MG. DG 
owners and other parties in MG will be treated independently from each other. This will 
add flexibility to the system and will reduce the required effort to operate. However, this 
approach will reduce the interdependency between different parts which might affect the 
reliability of MG, and with the Islanding mode, this approach will be even more difficult 
to be implemented.       
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As mentioned above, MG can contain different types of DGs, loads, and energy storage 
systems. Following examples of typical types from each category: 
 Wind Turbines. 
 PV Panels.  
 Small diesel generators.  
 Battery Storage Systems. 
 Controllable and Shiftable Loads. 
 
1.3.2 Virtual Power Plant (VPP) 
With this high penetration rate of DG and the existence of a market environment, the DG 
owner should be given a chance to participate in the market. However, many regulators 
will dictate minimum requirements to be met in order to join the market, such as minimum 
power output, minimum ramp rates, and minimum reserve requirements, which clearly 
cannot be met by those small DGs [9]. In Germany, for example, to be an eligible market 
participant, DG must be capable of ramping by 100 KW in one hour, and to have a 
minimum power output of 100 KW [9]. Moreover, the inherent uncertainties in renewable 
resources will reduce its utilization rate if it operates individually compared to the 
cooperative scheme. To overcome those issues and more, the VPP concept is introduced. 
There is not a fixed definition of VPP in the literature [10] because it is still a relatively 
new concept. One can define VPP as an aggregator for the various DGs, loads, and EES to 
form a single entity. This entity will represent all those components in the wholesale market 
and will act like any other power plants. Moreover, VPP will have the capability to provide 
services to ISO, such as delivering reactive power, balancing power mismatch and black 
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restoration. VPP will have similar characteristics to the conventional power plants, after 
aggregate those different parts, VPP will have maximum power output, maximum ramp 
rates, voltage regulation capability, reserve capability [7] and more importantly, it will 
possess a cost function that will represent the aggregated cost for different DGs. Which 
will lead to consider VPP as conventional power plants from the ISO point of view. 
In [10], two types of VPP are introduced: Technical VPP and Commercial VPP. TVPP 
concept is focused more on the operational side of the problem, it will aggregate different 
DGs to achieve system stability and reliability and to provide technical services to ISO. 
This will impose geographical constraints on DGs, and hence it can be considered as an 
Active Distribution Network (ADN). Alternatively, in CVPP concept, CVPP will represent 
DG in the wholesale market and will try to maximize its profits which will lead to 
maximizing the individual profits within the CVPP network. Unlike TVPP, CVPP will not 
consider any network operation, which will allow joining DGs that are not directly linked. 
VPP benefits for different parties can be summarized as follows [10]: 
 Reduce the financial risk by cooperative work for DGs owners. 
 Mitigate the complexity of the operation from ISO point of view. 
 Increase the flexibility of the system, by allowing more DGs to be connected. 
 Increase the system global efficiency, with the added values of VPP. 
 Increase the penetration of renewables, which will lead to reducing emissions. 
In [11], a comprehensive review of VPP structure and control scheme is presented. The 
reader is advised to read this reference for more details.  
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1.4 Distribution Network  
Distribution Networks (DNs) are usually considered as an interface between the end user 
and Transmission System (TS), and typically Consist of [1]: 
 Distribution Substation which fed directly from TS. 
 Several main feeders connecting the substation to other parts of the network, 
normally three-phase. 
 Laterals which are branches from main feeders that can be single, double or three-
phase depending on the loads connected to it. 
 Loads with different types and different location within the network, and others. 
DN is assumed to operate in radial topology, although they are meshed in design [12]. 
Radial topology assumes a single path from the load bus to the source bus. The reason for 
choosing this topology can be summarized in two points, firstly, to facilitate the 
coordination and protection of the buses, and secondly, to reduce short-circuit current 
within DN [13]. 
The loading of DN is inherently unbalanced, mainly because DN serves unbalanced single-
phase loads. Moreover, a number of laterals will introduce some unbalances to the system 
because they are not three-phase conductors [1]. This inherent characteristic of DN 
prevents the use of conventional analysis tools used in TS because those tools display poor 
convergence with radial and unbalanced systems [1]. Which illustrates the need to find 




Moreover, the resistance of the lines connecting DN cannot be ignored, since the ratio R/X 
is high when compared to TS. This is another reason that prevents using traditional tools 
of load flow to analyze DN.    
To sum up, the main reasons that prevent using normal load flow techniques on DN are: 
 DN is inherently unbalanced 
 DN is radial in operation 
 DN possess a high R/X ratio; i.e. resistance (R) cannot be neglected. 
 
The increasing need to analyze DN arise with many new applications within the DN. Some 
of those applications are:  
 Optimal reconfiguration of DN [14], for: 
 Optimal Allocation of DG 
 Optimal Operation of VPP 
 








1.5 Thesis Objectives 
As mentioned earlier, the concept of electricity market promotes the integration of 
renewable resources and small-scale generators. And MGs and VPPs further facilitate this 
integration. Hence, modeling VPP and optimizing its operation will be the main objective 
of this research work. 
Most of the prior works reported in this area are focused on an aggregating specific type of 
DG or specific load type. Furthermore, many of them ignore system constraints and line 
limits, and the few works that include DN constraints use nonlinear models.  
Modeling distribution systems is a challenging nonlinear problem. Unlike transmission 
systems, distribution systems have a much larger resistance that cannot be ignored, and the 
uncertainties in the system are also much higher. These factors produce complex nonlinear 
models in general, and sometimes these models are hard to be solved. Moreover, the high 
penetration of renewable energy resources in modern grids changes the usual assumptions 
regarding the distribution system, such as the unidirectional power flow. Therefore, the 
modeling process is even more complex with the existence of DGs. 
After a careful survey of the literature related to this topic, presented in the next chapter, 
several research gaps are identified, and the following thesis objectives aim to close those 
gaps: 
a) To Build a linear model for VPP that takes into consideration DN constraints as 
well as different types of DGs. This will include 
I. The interaction among VPP elements: VPP operator, DGs, loads, etc. 
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II. The interaction between VPP and ISO.  
b) To consider VPP participation in the energy market, and in the ancillary services 
market. 
c) To evaluate the feasibility of utilizing domestic water heaters as a source of 
providing ancillary services.  
d) To test and verify the proposed model in a test system and compare it against the 
proposed models in the literature. 
  
1.6 Thesis Organization  
The rest of this Thesis is ordered as follows. Chapter 2 contains a comprehensive literature 
survey that is divided into three parts; first part deal with DN modeling, secondly, optimal 
operation of VPP with network constraints in energy market approach is reviewed, finally, 
VPP participation in Ancillary services market using domestic water heaters is reviewed. 
Chapter 3 discusses the proposed algorithm to describe VPP participation in the Energy 
market with a case study to illustrate the effect of considering DN constraints. Chapter 4 
will discuss VPP participation in ancillary services through demand-side management 
using residential water heaters as the source of providing these services. Finally, chapter 5 





2.1 Distribution Network Modeling 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, there is an increasing need for modeling DN to 
quirements, since the traditional tools do not perform 
well due to the special characteristics of DNs.  This will require a different level of 
modeling accuracy since some of the applications will demand a detailed and accurate 
model, while other applications require fast solution even if this was on the expense of 
losing some accuracy. An example of the latter is the financial operation of VPP located 
within DN, which is the main theme of this thesis.  
In [1], an exact model for DN was presented. In this reference, each component of the DN 
is modeled separately and its behavior is described in great detail. An example of those 
presented models is the load model, which was divided based on different types of loads, 
such as the constant power load and constant impedance load, each type has its own 
characteristics. Then, a generalized load model was introduced that joined all different load 
types. After completely model all network parts, those individual models are grouped into 
a large complex nonlinear model.  
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Due to the special nature of DN, the traditional tools for applying load flow illustrate poor 
convergence, hence a special iterative tool for carrying out load flow in DN is proposed, 
which is the forward-backward sweep [1]. The exact model mentioned above generally 
requires a long time to converge using the forward-backward sweep. Moreover, the model 
requires details that are out of the interest and even out of reach of many applications 
involving modeling of DN. As a result, many methods and analysis techniques are reported 
in the literature that aims to approximate this model. A few examples are presented in the 
following subsections, and they are grouped based on the used approximation approaches. 
2.1.1 Heuristics Models Approach 
Due to the complexity of DN, many researchers formulate approximation models based on 
heuristics techniques. The main issue with heuristics techniques is the nonguaranteed 
convergence and the computation complexity. 
2.1.2 Nonlinear and Linearized Model for DN in VPP Studies  
Many scholars formulate the load flow problem using nonlinear approaches, such as in [15] 
and [16]. In order to solve problems that involve those nonlinear approach combined with 
some integer variable, which will be the case if the problems deal with dispatching and 
operation, one will need to use Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming (MINLP). The 
current MINLP solvers do not show the same level of commercial maturity as compared 
to solvers for Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problems, which is a desired 
feature to the industry [17]. Moreover, many applications do not require detailed models 
that take a relatively long time, but rather require fast results even if that means losing some 
details.  Hence, a linearized model for DS is becoming an attractive solution. 
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In [13] and [18], a linearized model is presented. These two papers presented a set of four 
equations that were enough to set up a steady state DN power flow model. This model is 
based on piece-wise linearization of the parabolic curve of line currents, which result in a 
non-iterative power flow model. Then, this model is used as constraints in a linear 
programming problem. However, in this approach, the authors assumed balanced DN, 
which is not always valid. 
In [19], [20], a linear formulation was introduced. This formulation is based on the current 
injections equations which shift the nonlinearities from the power model to the load 
models. The linearization was done using curve fitting techniques. Moreover, In reference 
[21], another linearized model is presented, which again derived from the following 
relation, which relates nodal voltages and currents to the Ybus matrix:  
  (2.1) 
Where: 
 S refers to slack bus quantities, and N represents other buses. 
 Matrix Y is the Ybus matrix, and the subscripts refer to the mentioned variables. 
 I is the nodal current, and V is the nodal voltage. 








 Spk, SIk, and SZk represent load power of constant power, constant current, and 
constant impedance respectively. 
 Ik and Vk are the nodal current and voltage of bus k. 
 h is a constant that is equal to 1/Vnorm 
The only non-linearity appears with the constant power term. To linearize this expression, 
reference [21] attempts to linearize it in the complex domain rather than using the real 
domain. The result is a linear system of equations that describes three-phase load flow in 
distribution systems. This model and the model presented in [19], represent the output in 
rectangular form, which will place some limitation on directly using those models as 
constraints in optimization problems. Usually, the voltage magnitude and angle constraints 
are defined separately, and hence, the polar form representation is required. 
In [22] and [23], a new method to linearize the problem is proposed. It is based on the 







The following assumptions are used in the linearization process: 
I. The angle difference between connected buses are small, the trigonometric 
functions are linearized around 0, -  
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II. The voltage magnitudes are all close to 1 in normal conditions, the multiplication 
by voltages is linearized as follows: 
 (2.5) 
 
Using the above assumptions, equations (2.3) and (2.4) are linearized and the following 





 P , Q  are vectors representing the active and reactive power for all buses with 
phase . 
 V ,  are vector represent the magnitude and phase angle for all buses with phase 
. 
  is an N*N matrix that relates QB to VA. and N is the number of buses in the 
system. 
The Jacobian matrix J that relates voltage magnitudes and angles to active and reactive 
power is calculated only once since it solely depends on the admittance matrix (Ybus 
matrix) of the system. And clearly, the resultant model is linear. 
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Each term in the matrix J is an N N matrix, and each term has its own relation to Ybus. To 
illustrate this, three terms are shown below: 
  (2.7) 
  (2.8) 
 (2.9) 
Where: 
 BAA is the imaginary part of submatrix from Ybus that links phase A to Phase A. 
And it is an N N matrix. Other Bxx matrices are derived in a similar manner.  
 GCA is the real part of submatrix from Ybus that links phase C to Phase A. And it 
is an N N matrix. Other Gxx matrices are derived in a similar manner. 
  is an N N matrix that relates PC to A. and N is the number of buses in the 
system. 
This proposed method has three main advantages, first, it is a linear noniterative approach 
that can be used to apply load flow studies on DN. Moreover, it is proposed for the 
unbalanced three-phase network. Finally, the result is given in the polar form, rather than 
rectangular form, which can be easily adopted as constraints in a linear optimization 
problem. Hence, this proposed method will be the selected method to apply in this thesis. 
However, to make sure that this approach yields acceptable results, a validation analysis 




2.2 VPP operation considering DN constraints 
Usually, research works related to VPP operation is either done without considering DN, 
or it is done while considering that VPP is located in a transmission-like network which 
allows the use of ordinary power flow tools. However, this oversimplification will 
eliminate all challenges imposed by DN constraints and result in inaccurate outcomes. In 
contrast, there are researches who include DN constraints as part of bigger problems. Those 
problems can be classified into [24]: 
A- Distribution Network Reconfiguration Problem  
B- VPP operation Problem 
In the first type of problems, including system constraints is a must since the 
reconfiguration process depend directly on those constraints [14]. Since the load flow 
problem in the distribution system is a complex nonlinear problem, many scholars tackle 
the reconfiguration problem using heuristic methods, such as Particle Swarm Optimization 
(PSO), Modified PSO, Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), e.g. in [25], [26], and [27] 
respectively, and others. The main issue with these types of methods is that the 
convergence is not guaranteed. On the other hand, many papers proposed different 
nonlinear techniques such as MINLP, complex MINLP, second-order cone programming, 
and others, such methods are presented in [28], [29], and [30] respectively. Finally, several 
papers proposed a linear formulation of network constraints. In [13] and [18] for example, 
the authors suggest a piecewise linearization technique to linearize nonlinear quantities 




In the second type, which is associated with VPP operation, most of the previous works 
did not include system constraints in their studies such as in [31], [32], [33], and [34]. That 
is because they assumed that the network is adequately designed and can handle the 
submitted bids. Or they assume there is a Distribution System Operator DSO who will 
review the bids provided by VPPs and allow only those which will not affect the grid. Some 
works assumed similar characteristics to a transmission 
network like in [35] and [15] and thus avoid the challenges imposed by the nature of DN. 
Other works separate the economical operation of the VPP from the technical operation of 
the grid with its limitations and constraints, such as in [36]. In other studies, the network 
constraints are included, however, the used models are nonlinear as in [37], [38], [39], and 
[40]. Lastly, some studies included a linear model of Network constraints such as in [41]. 
The used model is called DistFlow it was initially proposed by [42] in 1989 and the model 
is linearized by [43]. This model ignores the voltage angle and links both the active and 
reactive power to the voltage magnitude at each bus which has an impact on the accuracy 
of the results. Moreover, this model is assuming a balanced network. 
As mentioned above, the distribution system needs special treatment regarding performing 
load flow. The previous works in literature that focus on performing load flow linearly to 
unbalanced systems is limited compared to the proposed nonlinear methods and to the work 
done on transmission systems. 
The knowledge gap that is addressed in this Thesis is considering VPP operation while 
including the DN model in the optimization problem. Moreover, the formulated problem 
will be linear and the used DN model will include both the voltage magnitude and angle. 
Hence, this thesis utilized the model proposed in [22] and [23]. Where the authors proposed 
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a compact linear model for unbalanced load flow that considers both voltage magnitude 
and angle, which allow finding both real and reactive power. Although the paper assumed 
voltage magnitudes are close to 1 pu, which may be considered a hard assumption, the 
results are still acceptable for financial work scheme as shown in chapter 3. 
2.3 Domestic Water Heaters as an Ancillary Services Provider 
The load side was traditionally considered as an idle element in the power system since it 
did not provide any contribution to the system other than consuming electricity. However, 
in modern systems, the situation is different. Loads are now more active elements, by cause 
of the demand side management programs, and with a market environment, loads are more 
incentivized to be part of these programs. One good example of this is the load curtailment 
in peak times, which will save energy and money not only for the consumers but also for 
the utilities. In this Thesis, as it deals with a VPP located in a DN, demand-side 
management is a great resource for VPP operator both in terms of flexibility and 
profitability, not only in the energy market but also in the ancillary services market. 
Controlling of home appliances is getting easier with the increased development of smart 
metering in new grids. Moreover, with the new concept of the Internet of Things (IoT), 
These appliances are going to be soon all connected to the internet, which even facilitates 
its integration into the demand side management programs. Thermostatically controlled 
appliances (TCAs), such as domestic water heaters (DWHs) and air conditioners, are most 
suitable for being part of this integration. This due to their availability and flexibility [44]. 
Domestic water heaters are always connected, and they can store thermal energy within 
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their tanks, which allows water heaters to be even more suitable in providing regulation 
services [45]. 
Many works presented in the literature consider utilizing water heaters as the main source 
of providing demand response in peak shaving and optimizing the cost of a group of 
controlled water heaters. For example, in [46], the author proposed a fuzzy controller to 
shift the demand peak of the DWH to a low demand period. Multiple blocks were proposed 
to avoid generating an artificial peak after shifting the consumption. Moreover, in [47], 
[48], and [49] the authors proposed a linear formulation to again reduce the peaking of the 
loads. All these works did not consider utilizing DWH in providing ancillary services. 
However, less work was done linking DWHs to ancillary services compared to the 
utilization in the energy side. The authors in [45] adopted the two heating elements model 
for the DWH and apply the direct control technique on the lower element only, this to 
assure user comfort. The water usage was forecasted and based on it the load profile was 
forecasted too. The paper objective was to estimate the required number of EDWHs to 
provide a 2MW of regulation with no regard to day-ahead biddings, and it found that 
around 33000 is needed to provide it throughout the day, and around 20000 if this value is 
provided only between 6 a.m. and 11:59 p.m.  
In [50], a direct modification on the lower thermostat (two elements model again is 
adopted) is proposed. In this modification, each DWH is isolated and operating alone, 
which will relief the system from the need to communication infrastructures but will reduce 
the overall utilization. Also, in [51], a similar approach was proposed, but with a different 
controlling scheme.  
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The Authors of [52] are proposing a two-level controlling scheme. The lower level is 
distributed for every single DWH and will receive the reference temperature, from the first 
level, which based on it will decide on the switching status of the unit. The first level of 
control interacts with ISO and with all lower level controllers. This controller will decide 
on the capacity that is available for regulation and will receive the regulation signal based 
on it.  
Moreover, in reference [44], The author is proposing a stochastic ranking algorithm that 
ranks the used TCA (DWH and Air conditioners (ACs)) based on the temperature, 
switching status, and the power rating. The used model to describe DWH and AC are 
nonlinear differential equations, and there is no optimization of energy mentioned. The 
author first finds the maximum possible regulation up or down, then based on the regulation 
signal, the retailer decides on which group of appliances are going to be used. The 
bottleneck for this method is how to find the next state in both the temperature and the 
device status stochastically, however, in this thesis, the algorithm uses forecasted profiles 
in order to facilitate ranking devices and hence making a better decision. More detailed 
explanation about the proposed ranking algorithm is presented in chapter 4.  
As discussed in the introduction, the theme of this thesis is to find the best strategies to aid 
VPP operator financial decisions. Moreover, in both [52] and [44], there is no clear mention 
of how to obtain the day-ahead bids. Hence, in chapter 4, two approaches to decide on a 
day-ahead bid are proposed and compared. Furthermore, to link the discussed DN model 
in section 2.1 with these approaches, both approaches are designed to be linear. A detailed 




VPP PARTICIPATION IN ENERGY MARKET  
CONSIDERING DN CONSTRAINTS 
3.1 Motivation 
Due to environmental concerns, among other reasons, there has been a very strong push to 
integrate more renewable energy sources (RES) into the electric power grid. Although 
these high penetration levels are expected to reduce carbon emissions considerably, the 
integration of these variable and hardly predictable resources into the grid poses a great 
challenge. Renewable resources can be integrated as centralized power plants at the 
transmission level or as distributed generators dispersed throughout the distribution 
system. In order to facilitate the integration of renewables into the distribution system, the 
concept of VPP may be used. 
In a typical VPP, there exists several conventional and renewable distributed generators 
and several loads, some of which might be controllable. These components are collectively 
called distributed energy resources (DER). A major VPP objective is to deliver real-time 
services to its participants. It can also serve as an intermediary between the participating 
DERs and the wholesale energy market [53]. This is particularly useful for the DERs 
which, otherwise, are too small to participate directly into the wholesale market. Since a 
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VPP is usually located on a distribution network (DN), hence including the DN constraints 
into the VPP bidding strategy is necessary.  
In this work, a new VPP bid optimization model for a VPP to participate in the day-ahead 
wholesale energy market considering DN constraints is proposed. The VPP is assumed to 
consist of renewable and conventional generation resources and controllable loads. The 
loads have the ability to determine the amount of demand reduction capacity to be offered 
to the VPP Operator (VPPO) internally, i.e. before the VPPO devises its aggregated bid to 
the wholesale energy market.  To ensure computational efficiency, the DN constraints are 
enforced utilizing linearized DN model, shown by equation (2.6), which proposed by [23]. 
Hence, the optimization model is formulated as a mixed-integer linear programming 
(MILP) problem. The specific contributions of this Chapter are: 
 
bidding strategy considering DN constraints for an unbalanced DN in a linearized 
form. 
 In this work, the participating demands have the flexibility to bid their available 
demand reduction capacities at will, instead of having a rigid pre-determined 
percentage, as proposed in [39]. 
 A comparison is carried out to examine the impact of considering the DN 
constraints on the VPP profits.  
3.2 System Model 
In the following subsections, a description of the constructed system model is presented. 
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3.2.1 Market Framework 
In this study, the same day-ahead structure presented in [31] will be adopted. In this case, 
all the customers within the VPP are required to provide a day-ahead curtailment offers 
depending on their available capacities. Then, based on those offers, the forecasted energy 
from DER, the forecasted load profile, and the forecasted ISO prices the VPPO decided on 
which offers will be accepted. After this stage, VPPO will have a profile for the next day, 
where at each hour there will be either surplus energy that will be sold to the ISO or a 
shortage that will be bought from ISO. This profile composes the day-ahead bid submitted 
to the ISO market. 
3.2.2 Demand Reduction Model 
In this thesis, The VPPO provides energy to two types of loads: residential and commercial, 
at a constant bilateral contracted price . Some consumers are assumed to have 
controllable loads that can be reduced with a financial incentive,  . Each consumer 
provides a reduction capacity (in kW) at time , and the VPPO either accepts or rejects the 
offered capacity. The VPP acceptance of the biding reduction is based on, among other 
factors, the time of reduction availability and the wholesale energy prices, , at time , 
which is to be obtained by the independent system operator (ISO) upon clearing the 
wholesale energy market. This encourages the consumers to offer reduction capacities at 
the time when the ISO prices are high. 
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3.2.3 VPP Model 
The main sources of energy in the VPP are solar energy, wind energy, and the dispatchable 
conventional generators. The VPPO is assumed to submit energy biddings to the ISO 
market on a day-ahead basis to maximize its profits. The VPPO is required to satisfy the 
different constraints that are related to the power resources, demand, and distribution 
system network. Forecasted data includes the renewable resource output and the load 
demand at each hour. The daily load consumption, including the reduction if accepted, is 
met by the VPP operator based on the bilateral contract between the operator and the loads 
with constant predetermined prices . The VPP in real time will either buy or sell the 
energy from ISO based on the power available from the different resources within the VPP, 
wholesale energy prices, and system constrains. Figure 3.1 shows the VPP model, where 
the arrows show the power flow in the system. 
 
Figure 3.1: VPP Model [31] 
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3.2.4 DN Model  
The previous VPP model is integrated with the previously mentioned linear DN model, 
given by equation (2.6) to complete the picture. 
To validate this proposed model, the results obtained from this model are compared to the 
backward-forward sweep method. And to achieve this compression, IEEE 13 bus system 
is used as a test system. In this study, all voltage regulators and transformers are neglected 
for the sake of simplicity. All line data, as well as loading conditions, are provided by the 
IEEE Systems, reference [54] present the details for IEEE 13 bus system. shows the one-
line diagram of the system and the single line for each individual phase. 
 
 
Figure 3.2: IEEE 13 Bus System Overall One-line Diagram [54], and Per-phase Single Line Diagrams.  
Phase A Phase B Phase C 
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For the convenience of tracking the bus numbers, the following order, illustrated in Table 
3.1, is adopted. Since all voltage regulators and transformers are ignored, the buses 634 
and 692 are ignored. 
 
Table 3.1: The Adopted Bus numbering in this Thesis 
Bus Number as shown in Figure 
3.2 












IEEE 13 bus system results without modification on loading conditions or R/X ratio 
The following figures illustrate the obtained results using the IEEE 13 bus test system. In 
this section, only the error in percentage with respect to the forward-backward nonlinear 
technique is presented for both voltage magnitude and phase angles. The loading 
















Sensitivity Analysis by changing R/X Ratio and loading conditions 
An example of the different cases of the analysis is presented, here only R/X ratio is 
increased by a factor of 3 while maintaining the loading conditions as in the original case. 
 
Figure 3.5: Voltage magnitude error in percentage for the proposed method after increasing R/X ratio by a factor of 3 
 
 





A summary of the various tests applied to the proposed method is presented in Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2: Summary of different test conditions for Sensitivity Analysis study 
Modification Error |V|  
Normal conditions 
Avg. 0.0829 -0.0113 
Max. 0.3373 0.0704 
0.6 * normal loading 
Avg. 0.0256 -0.1153 
Max. 0.0956 0.6804 
1.5 * normal loading 
Avg. 0.2215 -0.1935 
Max. 0.9940 1.4949 
2 * normal loading 
Avg. 0.4481 -0.4458 
Max. 2.1339 3.3624 
3 * normal R 
Avg. 0.2302 -0.4932 
Max. 0.9114 3.5700 
5 * normal R 
Avg. 0.5689 -1.0607 
Max. 2.1192 7.8168 
1.3 * normal loading & 2 * normal R 
Avg. 0.2640 -0.4624 
Max. 1.1219 3.3365 
 
From the above figures and table, the following points are deduced: 
1- The proposed method shows acceptable results in normal conditions. 
2- The proposed method gives better results with light loading conditions. 
3- The proposed method demonstrates high sensitivity to loading conditions. 
Proposed method demonstrates moderate sensitivity to system topology. 
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3.3 Problem Formulation 
The VPP bidding optimization model aims to maximize the daily VPP profits considering 
resources and distribution network constraints. This model is formulated as follows: 
3.3.1 Objective Function 
  (3.1) 
Where: 
 PF Dt, Bidt, Et, and Rt are the local demand, bids to 
ISO, conventional generation cost and demand reduction cost respectively 
at time t. 
 tVPP, tISO, tDR are the prices that VPPO charge loads, interact with ISO 
and compensate the reduced load respectively. 
Equation (3.1) represents the daily VPP profits. It consists of the revenues from the retail 
energy sold to the loads, the cost (or revenue) from the energy bid to the ISO, the 
conventional generator  operational cost, and the cost of demand reduction rewarded to 
the controllable loads to compensate them for their flexibility. Since this equation 
represents profits, the objective of the optimization is to maximize its value. 
As mentioned above, VPP can buy or sell Energy with ISO. Hence, the variable  can 
be either positive, which means VPP is buying from ISO, or it can be negative if ISO is 
buying from VPP. 
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3.3.2 Renewable Resources Constraints 
  (3.2) 
  (3.3) 
Where: 
 StMAx and WtMax are the maximum installed capacity for solar and wind 
respectively. 
 St  and Wt are the forecasted available solar and wind power respectively, 
at time t and bus . 
Relations (3.2) and (3.3) limit the solar and wind bids, respectively, to a maximum limit 
that depends on both the assumed installed capacity and the forecasted power from each 
source per time  and phase . Please note that this work ignores the operational cost 
associated with renewable resources. 
 
3.3.3 Conventional Generators Constraints 
  (3.4) 
  (3.5) 





 Et is the cost of producing power  from generator i. 
 ai and bi are the constant parameters for calculating the cost of producing 
power . And c is the total number of conventional generators.  
 it is the output power of the conventional generator i and time t.   max and 
min are the maximum and minimum power output limits. 
 Ramp is the maximum ramp up or down rate per time step. 
Equation (3.4) represent the generators operating cost. In this equation,  represent the 
number of conventional generators installed within VPP. The selected cost function is 
linear to maintain the overall linearity of the problem. The generator ramping rates are 
bounded as shown in equation (3.5). Finally, the output power is limited to a predefined 
range illustrated by equation (3.6). 
 
3.3.4 Demand Response Constraints  
  (3.7) 






 Rt total reduction provided at time t. NLC represents the number of 
controllable loads. Yit is a binary variable indicate wither the provided 
reduction is accepted or not. Rit is the offered reduction by load i at time t.  
 NL is the total number of loads connected. Lit is the load before applying any 
reduction. Dt is the total load after the reduction.  
Relation (3.7) models the total demand reduction during a specific hour  where  is the 
total number of controllable loads in the VPP,  is a binary decision variable that specifies 
whether or not the participating controllable load bid capacity  is accepted by the 
VPPO. Relation (3.8) calculates the demand at each hour after subtracting the accepted 
demand reductions if any during a specific hour  where  is the total number of loads. 
 
3.3.5 System Constraints 
  (3.9) 
  (3.10) 
Where: 
 Vt and t  are voltage magnitude and angle for bus i and phase  
 Vmax, Vmin, max and min are upper and lower allowed limits for voltage 
magnitudes and angles.  
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Relation (3.9) and Relation (3.10) limit the magnitudes and angles of the voltages to upper 
and lower bounds. Those values, voltages magnitudes and angles, will be calculated using 
the previously mentioned linear DN model in equation (2.6). 
  (3.11) 
  (3.12) 
Where: 
 Pij,t is the power transfer between bused i and j at time t.  Pijmax is the 
maximum limit of transfer power. 
 SLt is the power transfer between VPP and ISO at time t. SLmax is the 
maximum limit of transfer power.  
Relation (3.11) indicates maximum power transfer limit on a line between bus  and  in 
phase  . Relation (3.12) indicates the maximum power transfer 
through the lines connecting VPP to the bulk power system, which is managed by the ISO, 
in any time  and phase . 
To calculate the real power flowing through a line joining bus  and  in phase , the 
following equation is used.  
  (3.13) 
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Since  is the power flowing between VPP and ISO, the following equation, (3.14), will 
link the energy bid to the power transfer through the lines connecting the VPP to the bulk 
power system.  
  (3.14) 
Where: 
 Bidt is the day-ahead bid at time t, which is the summation of transfer power 
between VPP and ISO in different phases. 
Finally, equation (3.15) represent the load-generation balance to ensure that the total 
generation (including the power bid to the ISO) at each hour is equal to the total demand. 
 is assumed to be positive if there is a power shortage and the VPP would like to buy 
energy from the ISO, and negative if the VPP sells the extra energy to the ISO. 
  (3.15) 
 
Note that this optimization problem, given by equations (3.1) - (3.15), is linear. It has four 
real-valued decision variables: ( , ,  and ), and one binary decision variable 
( ). Hence, this model represents a mixed-integer linear program (MILP), which can be 
solved efficiently using any of the available commercial solvers. This is one of the major 
contributions of this work. 
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3.4 Case Study 
To demonstrate the merits of the proposed model, the modified version of the IEEE 13-bus 
test system, discussed in subsection 3.2.4, is used to carry out the following test case. 
3.4.1 System Setup and Model Assumptions  
To verify the proposed approach, the following assumptions are applied to the test system: 
 Bus 2 is considered as the point of connection between the VPP and the bulk 
power grid that is managed by the independent system operator (ISO). 
 On each bus that contains a load, it is assumed that loads are lumped load, and 
there are two types of loads are considered: commercial and residential. 
 Renewable resources (wind and solar) and conventional generators are added to 
the VPP at the buses shown in Table 3.3. 
 Load, wind, and solar data are obtained from [31]. As well as the forecasted ISO 
prices. 
 The conventional generators' cost functions are assumed to be identical; they 
follow the linear relation presented in (3.5), with a and b of 50 and 30, 
respectively. Moreover, the ramping rate of each generator is 200 kW/hr. 




Bus Type Phase A Phase B Phase C 
1 Conventional - - 1000 
7 Conventional 1000 - - 
8 Solar 1000 1000 1000 
9 Conventional - 1000 - 
9 Wind 600 600 600 
Total  2600  2600  2600 
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3.5 Results and Discussion  
To assess the effect of distribution network limits on the optimal VPP profits and bidding 
scheme, two scenarios are implemented: one enforcing the DN constraints while the other 
relaxing those constraints. 
 
3.5.1 VPP Bidding While Imposing DN Constraints  
In this case, all the constraints (voltages and lines limits) are enforced. Which can be 
summarized as follows: 
 Bus voltage magnitudes must be within 5% from nominal, that is 
  PU. 
 Bus voltage angles must be within an acceptable range, in this case 
 . 
 All Line capacities within the VPP are limited to 700 kW per phase. 
 The transported power between VPP and the bulk power (ISO) grid is limited to 







This optimization problem is a cost-driven function; hence the forecasted prices are of great 










Figure 3.8 shows the conventional generators' schedules for the 24-hour period. Note that 
during high ISO prices, not all the available conventional generation capacities are utilized, 
which is counterintuitive. This is due to the imposed DN constraints on the system. This 
eventually will reduce the total VPP profits. 
 
 
Figure 3.8: Conventional Generators outputs while including DN constraints. Note: Bus 19 is the Bus 9 phase B, and 





Moreover, the curtailment effect of including DN constraints is also applied for renewable 
resources as well. Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 illustrate this effect. However, since the 
operational cost of those resources is assumed to be negligible, the curtailment effect is 
minimized compared to the above-mentioned example. 
 
 







In Figure 3.10, there is a huge drop in the power output from wind source at bus 9 phase 
A, although the line joining bus 9 and 7 is not congested at all, in fact, the line is carrying 
only 156 KW and its maximum is 700 KW as in all other lines. This is because the line 




Figure 3.10: Wind output while including DN constraints. Note: Bus 19 is the Bus 9 phase B, and Bus 29 is Bus 9 
phase C 
 
Furthermore, Figure 3.11 illustrates a sample demand reduction bid offered by an end-user. 
The figure shows that the accepted bids are directly influenced by the ISO prices, i.e. the 
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VPP will accept the bids when the cost of reduction is compensated by the profit of selling 
the reduced energy to the ISO. 
 
Figure 3.11: Offered and accepted bids by bus 3 phase A 
 
Table 3.4 shows different examples of the congestions caused by either the line limits or 
voltage limits. As seen from the table, the line connecting buses 2 and 7 is congested, and 
hence the transferred power is capped at 700 kW. The second case possesses both line and 
voltage limits. The third example occurs at 2 pm, at which the high voltage constraints are 
reached and hence the power is limited to 598 kW, although it is a little bit far from its 
limit i.e. 700 kW. All these constraints and congestions will negatively affect the VPP 
profit. 
Table 3.4: Example of Limits Reached in the system 
TIME LINE BETWEEN LINE FLOW (KW)   
10 AM 2  7    Phase A 700.00 1.0210 1.0280 
11 AM 7  8    Phase B 700.00 1.0408 1.0500 
2 PM 7  8    Phase B 598.1593 1.0412 1.0500 
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3.5.2 VPP Bidding While Relaxing DN Constraints  
In this case, all the constraints (Voltages and Lines limits) are relaxed to illustrate the effect 
of including DN constraints. Figure 3.12 shows the outputs of the conventional generator, 
in this case, it is clear that during high ISO prices generators capacities are fully utilized as 
compared to Figure 3.8. (note in Figure 3.12, all three generators are having similar power 
output). This is also applicable in renewable resources case as illustrated by Figure 3.13.  
 
 
Figure 3.12: Conventional Generators outputs while relaxing DN constraints. Note: Bus 19 is the Bus 9 phase B, and 





Figure 3.13: Solar output while relaxing DN constraints. Note: Bus 18 is the Bus 8 phase B, and Bus 28 is Bus 8 phase 
C 
 
To sum it up, Figure 3.14 shows the day-ahead VPP biddings to the ISO when system 
constraints are enforced and when they are relaxed. It can be drawn from the figure that 
relaxing the constraints increases the bid submitted to the ISO, which will give a false sense 
of the actual profit. Lastly, the total VPP profits in the day-ahead market for both cases are 
presented in Table 3.5. Evidently, enforcing the system constraints will reduce the expected 





Figure 3.14: Day-ahead VPP Bidding to ISO with and without including DN constraints 
 
 
Table 3.5: 24-Hours profits in both cases 







3.6 Validation  
In this section, the results obtained using the proposed approach are tested to validate the 
results. This step is important to verify that this linear model can capture most of the real 
properties of the system, and hence it produces more realistic results.  
The validation process was done as follows, the resultant injected powers (both real and 
reactive) by each bus are fed to a nonlinear model (that is based on forward-backward 
sweep) to calculate the voltage angles and magnitudes, then this lastly mentioned voltages 
are compared with the obtained voltages from the linear optimization problem. The 
following figures will demonstrate the error between both linear and nonlinear approaches. 
In Figure 3.15, the worst error occurs is shown, with a maximum error of less than 0.25% 
at bus 1 phase C. Those readings are obtained at t = 13. Since the highest error occurred in 
phase C, Table 3.6 shows the numeric values obtained by the two approaches. 
Table 3.6: Voltage Magnitudes for all buses in phase C, using both linear and nonlinear approach, at t=13 














Figure 3.15: The error percentages in voltage magnitudes between linear and nonlinear approaches, at t=13  
 
Since this is the worst case, error wise, and yet the approach yields acceptable results, the 
rest of the results can be assumed to be with a similar level of accuracy. Hence, this 
proposed model can be assumed to be accurate enough for market applications. 
Moreover, after reviewing all results, none of the buses violate the allowed range after 
running it against the nonlinear approach. Figure 3.16  is a normalized histogram shows 
the repetition of errors in the whole 24 hours and in all busses for voltage magnitudes. 
Figure 3.17 is the same histogram with modified range to better represent the small values. 




Figure 3.16: Normalized histogram shows the repetition of percentage errors in voltage magnitude for all 24 hours. 
 








VPP PARTICIPATION IN ANCILLARY SERVICES  
USING DOMESTIC WATER HEATERS 
4.1 Motivation 
The electricity usage is based on habits and repeated actions, and the users, with those 
repeated actions, consume energy without having the situation of the power system in 
mind. This idle situation of demands can be utilized effectively to improve overall system 
performance. Moreover, the active participation of demand side will not only be beneficial 
for the system, but it will reduce the electricity bills for the users as well, by being 
compensated for their participation. 
A Large part of electric energy in residential areas is consumed by electrical Domestic 
Water Heaters (DWHs), especially in cold areas. This source is one of the best appliances 
to provide services for the grid for two reasons. First, it is always connected and second, it 
can store thermal energy for later use. Having this in mind, their energy consumption can 
be scheduled based on the electric grid conditions. In addition, DWHs can be aggregated 
and used for the provision of frequency regulation service, which is a standard ancillary 
service in electricity markets. For this, a DWH aggregator is assumed to serve as an 
intermediary between the electricity market operator and DWH users. The aggregator 
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attempts to minimize the energy cost for operating the DWHs and maximize the revenues 
obtained from availing the DWHs for frequency regulation without affecting DWHs users. 
As discussed in the previous chapter, the VPP concept is used to facilitate the interaction 
 operator role was limited 
to participate in energy market only, with no regards to the ancillary services market. 
However, with the assumption of possessing an aggregating mechanism for DWHs within 
ed to cover ancillary 
services market as well.  
In this chapter, a framework for managing DWHs will be proposed and compared to normal 
operation. In this framework, DWHs are aggregated and then used as a source for frequency 
regulation to the electricity market while considering users comfort. The DWH aggregator 
is assumed to have the ability to control DWH directly (switching on/off), and the 
aggregator also has access to the forecasted consumption as well as the DWH tank 
temperature. In the following sections, a description of this framework is presented after 
introducing the model that is used to test and validate this approach. 
4.2 System Model 
The system is composed of mainly three elements: DWH thermal model, user 
consumptions, and the control model used by the aggregator, alongside with the network 
model. Following a detailed explanation of those elements is presented. 
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4.2.1 Network Model 
The need for a simple, and yet, an accurate model is crucial for ancillary services market 
and this need is even more urgent in frequency regulation. This is true because in frequency 
regulation related problems the time step will be in the order of minutes, which will result 
in increasing the number of variables tremendously and hence the problem complexity. 
Therefore, this system will utilize the same model explained in subsection 3.2.4 and given 
by equation (2.6). This model, as seen in chapter 3, is linear and accurate enough for 
market-related problems. 
4.2.2 Electrical Water Heater Model 
In this study, the model used to describe the electrical water heater is chosen to be linear 
[55]. The following assumptions are used to ensure computational efficiency: 
 The temperature inside the DWH tank is uniformly distributed.  
 The inlet-water temperature and the surrounding temperature are both constant. 
 Temperature change inside DWH tank related to the applied energy is given by the 
following formula proposed by [55]: 
  (4.1) 
Where: 
 Tins f is the temperature inside the water heater tank after applying the 
energy E, while Tins i is the initial temperature.  
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 L is the volume of DWH. 
 CW is a constant that represents the heat capacity of the water. 
 
 The heat Dissipation to the surrounding environment is linear and it follows the 
model proposed in [55] and the following equation. 
  (4.2) 
Where: 
 Tins is the temperature inside the water heater tank at time step t 
 Tout is the surrounding temperature around DWH. 
 Cons is a constant that represents the thermal resistance of the tank, it 
depends on the surface area, the material of the tank, and time step. 
 
 The temperature inside a DWH tank after hot water usage is calculated using 
(4.3): 
  (4.3) 
Where: 
 Lusage is the hot water consumption volume. L is again the tank volume. 
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 Tins f is the temperature inside the water heater tank after hot water usage 
Lusage, while Tins i is the initial temperature. 
 Tinl is the temperature of the inlet water.  
Using (4.1)-(4.3) and the previous assumptions, equation (4.4) models DWH in its different 




Where S(t) represents the status of the DWH switch, and it is a binary variable, where 1 
means ON and 0 means OFF. 
 
4.2.3 Hot Water Consumption Profiles 
This study assumes that the consumption profiles are forecasted a priori. Many works were 
proposed on forecasting hot water usage and how it is affected by different factors such as 
the type of dwelling and number of occupants, as in [56] and [57].   
The profiles used in this study are based on reference [58]. The authors measured hot water 
consumption with high resolution for 73 different houses. Then 12 profiles were reported 
as representative of the whole group. Figure 4.1 shows examples of the reported profiles 
and it illustrates the high variation in consumption amount and time among different 




One major advantage of the selected profiles is that it accounts for different types of 
consumers. For example, profile C is consuming hot water on the evening time, while 
profile B consumption is covering more period throughout the day.  
 
 
Figure 4.1: Four examples of hot water consumption in 24 hours [58]  
 
4.3 Problem Formulation  
Two steps approach is proposed to manage DWH in order to provide regulation services. 
The first phase is based on an optimization problem that will determine the minimum cost 
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possible to operate DWHs while maintaining specific percentage available for regulation 
services. The second phase is proposed to rank then select the most capable DWHs to 
provide regulation services on real-time. The used ranking algorithm is based on three 
attributes: forecasted temperature, forecasted consumption, and switching status. More 
elaborated discussions are presented below. Figure 4.2 illustrates the general view of the 
approach. 
 
Figure 4.2: General view of the proposed approach. 
 
4.3.1 First Phase: Day-ahead Bid by Applying Optimization  
In this step, the day-ahead bids are found via optimization problem. Figure 4.3 illustrates 
the overall framework of this phase. Assumed information includes forecasted user profiles 
and initial data (device temperature and status at the beginning of the day). The constraint 
of this optimization problem is the temperature limits that define user comfort. Then, the 




Figure 4.3: First Phase: optimization framework to find day-ahead bids. 
 





 ENC(t), UPC(t), and DNC(t) are the energy, Up regulation, and Down 
regulation prices at time t respectively. 
 S(i,t) indicates switching status of DWH i at time t, and it is a binary 
variable. 
 UPS(i,t) and DNS(i,t) indicate the regulation status of DWH i at time t, 
and both are binary variables, 1 means providing regulation. 
 NTS is the total number of time steps, and NWH is the total number of 
DWH considered in the problem.  
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Equation (4.5) represents the daily cost of supplying DWHs with energy, in addition to the 
profits from providing both up and down regulation.  
 
4.3.1.2      DWH constraints 





 Tins(i,t) is the temperature inside DWH number i at time t, without providing 
regulation. 
 Tmax and Tmin are the allowed maximum and minimum temperature inside 
DWH.  
 Profile(i,t) is the hot water consumption for DWH number i at time t. 
 
Relation (4.6) constrain the temperature inside the DWH tank. While equation (4.7) 
calculates the temperature inside the DWH tank considering the various factors affecting 
it. Those conditions will ensure user comfort while consuming hot water. However, those 
equations ensure favorable operation without providing any regulation. This is needed to 
eliminate the dependency on regulation to provide normal operation. 
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 TinsR(i,t) is the temperature inside DWH number i at time t, while providing 
regulation services. 
Equations (4.8) and (4.9) are again limiting the temperature inside the DWH tank to the 
allowed range. However, those equations limit the temperature while assuming DWH is 
providing regulation services both up and down. 
 
4.3.1.3      Regulation constraints 
  (4.10) 
   (4.11) 
Where: 
 UP_Reg(t) and DN_Reg(t) are the forecasted up-regulation and down 
regulation respectively, that are required by ISO at time t. 
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To make a more mature decision regarding the day-ahead bid, the forecasted required 
regulation is included in this optimization problem. Equations (4.10) and (4.11) are limiting 
the bided capacities to the maximum forecasted regulation capacities. 
   
4.3.1.4      Switching constraints 
  (4.12) 
  (4.13) 
   (4.14) 
 
Equations (4.12), (4.13), and (4.14) were used to ensure switching consistency in all 
operation modes, i.e. normal operation, providing up regulation, and providing down 
regulation. Equation (4.12) constrain the binary variable UPS from being 1 unless S is also 
1. Moreover, equation (4.13) prevent DWH from offering down regulation unless the DWH 
switch is off. Finally, equation (4.14) prevent bidding for up regulation and down 
regulation at the same time. 
Solving this optimization problem, given by the equations (4.5)-(4.14), will suggest a day-
ahead bid for providing regulation that minimizes the daily cost while ensuring that user 
comfort is maintained. 
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4.3.2 Second Phase: Following Regulation Signal Using Ranking Algorithm 
In the previous part, the day-ahead bids for regulation are obtained. Those bids indicate the 
maximum possible regulation capacities. However, the required regulation in the real-time 
usually are just fractions of the bided capacities, and to select the best DWHs to respond to 
the ISO signal, this ranking algorithm is proposed.  
The algorithm uses three characteristics which are: DWH temperature, DWH switching 
status, and consumption of hot water. Based on those values, each DWH will be assigned 
a ranking value that will be used to decide whether this DWH is eligible for providing 
regulation services at this time step. Following is a description of the ranking process in 
details, and Figure 4.4 demonstrates its general framework. 
 
 





4.3.2.1      Temperature Ranking 
To rank DWH from highest to lowest based on their internal temperature, the following 
simple linear fuzzy-like membership function is used. 
  (4.15) 
  (4.16) 
  (4.17) 
Where: 
 ETmax(t) is the maximum temperature inside all DWHs at time t. 
 ETmin(t) is the minimum temperature inside all DWHs at time t. 
 all represent the entire entries.  
 Tins(all,t) is a vector of all DWHs temperature at time t. 
 TRank(i,t) is a real value between 1 and 0, where 1 is assigned to DWH 
with the highest temperature. And the rest are assigned values based on 
(4.17). 
 
Using (4.15), (4.16), and (4.17) will allow the VPP operator to identify the DWHs with the 
highest temperature which are most suitable for regulation up service which requires 
reducing energy consumptions. In contrast, those with low temperature are identified for 
regulation down service. However, using temperature only to decide on the day-ahead 
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regulation bid will not be sufficient, because there are other factors that will affect the 
eligibility to provide regulation service. Hence, the following are also used. 
4.3.2.2      Consumption Ranking 
To get more accurate information about DWH and its operation, the forecasted profile is 
used to rank DWH, where the highest value indicates high consumption interval, 
consequently less capability for providing regulation up. Also, the opposite will hold as 
well.  
To use the profiles to rank DWHs, two mathematical operations will be applied first on the 
profiles. First, the profile must be smoothed to have consistent values. This step is 
important because the drawing events are discrete and disjoint, smoothing it will give a 
better interpretation of the profiles and will account for the uncertainty associated with the 
drawing event. Then secondly, the curve must be normalized to get a value between 0 and 
1, which will be comparable with the previously mentioned ranking. Equation (4.18) 
represents the consumption ranking. 
  (4.18) 
  Where: 
 smooth() is a function that will smooth the vector applied to it. 
 Profile(i, all) is a vector represent daily consumption of DWH number i.  
 CRank(i,t) is a real value between 0 and 1, where 1 will be assigned to 
highest consumption time for DWH number i. 
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Figure 4.5 illustrates CRank with an example. It is clear that the resultant ranking profile 
is limited to 1, and it spans over more time steps compared to the normal profile, making 
it more connected.  
 
Figure 4.5: One example of a profile before and after applying the CRank function  
 
4.3.2.3      Switching Status Ranking 
Since in this Thesis it is assumed that the control action is limited to ON or OFF only, this 
ranking will follow this assumption and hence will take either 1 which indicates ON, or 0 





4.3.2.4      Combined Ranking 
To combine all the aforementioned rankings, the following formulas are used: 
  (4.19) 
 (4.20) 
Where: 
 RankU(i,t) and RankD(i,t) are the combined ranking for DWH i at time t. 
Where U stand for regulation UP, and D for regulation down. 
 U and D are weighting constants associated with TRank, and both are 
positive and their values between zero and one.  
 The weighting constants associated with CRank, are defined so that the 
summation of them and the previous constant are equal to one. 
From equations (4.19) and (4.20), RankU will assign high values to WH that has relatively 
high temperature and there is no heavy consumption at that time, or near that time, and it 
is turned ON, and hence it is most suitable to provide regulation up. On the other hand, 
RankD will assign high values to DWH that has relatively low temperature and there is 
heavy consumption at that time, or near that time, and it is turned OFF, which will best 
option to provide regulation down.  
Using (4.19) and (4.20) allows DWH aggregator to have a comprehensive view of the 
status of all DWHs under her control, which will help in making a more mature decision 
on choosing the right DWH to respond. 
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4.4 Case Study 
To demonstrate the proposed model, the following case study is presented. Similar to the 
case in the previous chapter, DWH aggregator is required to submit a day-ahead bid to ISO 
and respond to dispatching signals from her. 
In this case study, the network constraints are relaxed, and hence their effect is ignored. 
This was done to reduce the time required by each run to facilitate the comparison between 
approaches. Another reason to relax network constraints is the limited amount of regulation 
power compared to the amount of power traded for energy.  However, in future studies, 
network constraints shall be considered. 
 
4.4.1 Model Setup and Assumptions 
The following assumptions regarding the DWH model are presumed 
 All DWHs are identical, that is it has the same size, power, and environmental 
conditions.  
 Table 4.1 illustrates the used numbers. 
 To simplify this MILP problem, the VPP network model is ignored. 
 Since the Tins depend on the temperature from the previous time step, the first 
time-step temperatures are assumed to be random. 




Table 4.1: Assumed constants  
Variable Symbol Assumed Value 
Inlet temperature Tinl 25  C 
Surrounding temperature  Tout 25  C 
Dissipation constant Cons 0.99 
specific heat capacity of water Cw 0.0012 
Maximum allowed temp. for DWH Tmax 60  C 
Minimum allowed temp. for DWH Tmin 50  C 
The volume of DWH tank L 300 L 
Energy consumed by DWH E 3 kWh 
 
4.5 Results and Discussion   
4.5.1 Normal Thermostatic Operation 
In this subsection, the results of the normal operation of DWH are presented for comparison 
purposes.  
The normal operation of DWH is straight forward if the temperature reaches the maximum 
allowed turn OFF, if the temperature reaches the lower bound turn ON, otherwise, keep 
the previous state. Following those rules, results in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 are obtained. 
Figure 4.6 shows the temperature level for 24-hours for all DWHs, the total cost required 
in this case was found to be $ 193.5 per day. While Figure 4.7 illustrates one example of 
the normal operation of a DWH #45 where its temperature, switch status and forecasted 




Figure 4.6: Colored histogram represents the normal operation of all DWH. The color represents the number of DWH 
at the specified temperature as per the color bar.  
 
 
Figure 4.7: One example of the normal operation of DWH. (DWH# 45) 
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A close look at the above figures will reveal the following: 
A. Some of the DWHs are violating the temperature limits. 
B. Low variation in temperature in the early morning, which is a low consumption 
period. 
C. DWHs are operate more than required. 
4.5.2 Day-Ahead Bids Via Optimizing DWH operation  
In this case, the first phase will be applied to find the optimal operational schedule of 
DWHs while maintaining a specific regulation capacity to be provided when required.  
Figure 4.8 illustrates the expected temperature resulted in this phase. As seen from the 
figure no violations occurred during the operational schedule. 
 









Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.9 both represent the operation of DWH number 45 the first while 
assuming normal operation and the second after applying the optimized schedules. In 
Figure 4.7, the ON time depends solely on the temperature inside the tank. While in the 
second case, Figure 4.9, the ON time depends on the temperature inside the tank in addition 
to user consumption and the price of energy. It might not be clear from the figures, but the 
overall ON time is less in the second case although in this case, DWH is providing 




The main outcomes form the first phase are the day-ahead regulation bids. Figure 4.10 and 
Figure 4.11 shows the optimized bids for regulation up and regulation down respectively. 
 
Figure 4.10: Hourly UP Regulation Bids 
 
 
Figure 4.11: Hourly DOWN Regulation Bids 
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4.5.3 Following Regulation signal Using Ranking Algorithm  
In this phase, the DWH aggregator is obliged to follow a regulation signal provided by ISO 
and based on the submitted day-ahead bids. The ranking algorithm will operate every five 
minutes (the assumed time step in this thesis), then the DWH aggregator will select DWHs 
with the highest rankings to respond to the regulation signal for the next time step. To give 
an example of this algorithm, Table 4.2 is presented. 
Table 4.2: Table of selected DWHs shows values of different attributes, at time step 151 
DWH# RankU RankD TRank CRank Switch 
2 2.026 0 1.089 0.063 1 
1 1.942 0 0.942 0 1 
3 1.788 0 0.788 0 1 
56 0 1.082 0.075 0.157 0 
25 0 1.061 0.064 0.125 0 
35 0 0.945 0.055 0 0 
 
As seen from the above table, DWHs number 1,2, and 3 cannot provide regulation down 
services, since all of them are operating in ON mode. However, they can provide regulation 
up services as illustrated by the table values. In all three DWHs, there is no, or little, 
forecasted hot water consumption, in addition to that, all of them are at high tank 




On the other hand, DWHs number 25, 35, and 56 are having the opposite conditions to the 
previously mentioned DWHs. They are at low-temperature levels, and there is an expected 
hot water consumption at this time step. Hence, those three DWHs are the best to provide 
regulation down services.  
4.6 Validation  
In this section, the obtained results are going to be tested in simulated real-time operation 
to verify that the bided capacity can be delivered without jeopardizing  comforts. 
A regulation signal from the utility is simulated to test the offered bids, the signal will 
instruct the DWH aggregator to dispatch percentage of what he bided, either for up-
regulation or for down-regulation. This percentage is generated as random numbers that 
follow a normal distribution. The validation will calculate the new temperature inside the 
DWHs after obeying to the regulation signal. The optimal situation will be if no 
temperature violations occur throughout the day for all DWHs, or there is a noticeable 
reduction on those violations. 
In real time operation, the selected DWHs to provide regulation services are chosen based 
on the proposed ranking algorithm at that time step (in each 5 minutes interval). Hence, the 
DWH aggregator will run this algorithm every 5 minutes. 
Table 4.3 Shows a comparison summary of three tested scenarios, the first case is the 
normal operation without optimizing nor providing regulation services, from the table it is 
clear that this case is worst among all three, with the highest cost and worst user experience. 
The second case is the optimized without providing regulation services, and the result 
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shows that no temperature violations were recorded throughout the day, however, the 
aggregator is missing the chance of participating in the ancillary services market. Lastly, 
the proposed approach, where the operation is optimized, and the ranking algorithm is used 
to follow the ISO signal. This case achieved the lowest cost among the other scenarios, 
despite having near to 200 temperature violations, which are caused by responding to the 
uncertain regulation signal. However, the worst recorded temperature was 49.11 C which 
is close to the minimum limit. 








Total Daily Cost $ 193.5 $ 169.13 $ 155.82 
Number of Violations 2009 0 197 
Minimum Temperature 43.17  C 50.001  C 49.11  C 
 
The following figures, Figure 4.12, Figure 4.13, and Figure 4.14, further illustrate the 
results for the normal operation, optimize without providing regulation, and using 
optimization with the ranking algorithm in real time respectively.  
Moreover, in Figure 4.15, the required regulation by ISO and the delivered regulation by 
DWH aggregator are plotted for comparison. Furthermore, Figure 4.16 illustrates the error 
between those two values, note that the maximum error is less than 3 kW which is the 
assumed rated power of a DWH and the minimum regulation capacity that can be delivered 




Figure 4.12: DWHs normal operation without providing any regulation.  
 
 





Figure 4.14: DWHs operation after applying the proposed approach and providing regulation services. 
 
 









In this Thesis, three main points were tackled, first, the DN modeling and finding an 
accurate linear model. The second point was modeling VPP participation in the energy 
market. Finally, modeling VPP participation in the regulation services market concluded 
the points. 
The VPP bidding problem to the bulk power grid, managed by an ISO, was modeled as a 
mixed-integer linear program (MILP). To ensure computational efficiency, the proposed 
model considers a linearized version of the underlying unbalanced distribution network 
(DN) constraints. The VPP was assumed to possess different renewable resources, 
conventional generators, and controllable demands as well. The results showed the efficacy 
of the proposed model in optimizing the VPP bidding while efficiently capturing the DN 
constraints. The effect of considering DN constraints on the bidding strategy for a VPP is 
also illustrated. The results demonstrate that DN constraints can reduce the VPP profits 
noticeably, mainly due to preventing VPP operator from using the maximum available 
generation capacities that would otherwise cause bus voltage and/or line overload 
violations. 
The VPP bidding for regulation services was also modeled as a MILP problem. The 
assumed source of providing regulation was domestic water heaters, where a linear model 
that describes its performance was proposed. The results suggest a potential of providing 
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regulation services from domestic water heaters. The proposed approach will achieve the 
lowest operational cost even after providing regulation services to the grid. 
  
5.1 Future work 
This work can be extended in the following areas: 
 Using the proposed linear model for DN to optimally allocate distributed 
generators. 
 Consider Providing ancillary services through reactive power. 
 Tackle the problems while considering uncertainties. 
 Assume a more complex model for DWH. With more control options. 
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